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SECTION I 
Study Introduction 

 
Coler & Colantonio, Inc. has analyzed traffic impacts associated with the proposed Cedar 
Ridge Estates in the Town of Holliston, MA.  This introductory section briefly describes the 
project site location, development program, the study area, and the traffic analysis 
methodology. 
 
Project Site 
 
The proposed site for the Cedar Ridge Estates is a parcel of land located on the southwest 
corner of the intersection of Marshall Street and Prentice Street in Holliston, Massachusetts. 
The location of the site is indicated in Figure 1.  The site is bordered to the northeast by 
Marshall Street, to the southeast by abutting properties, to the north by Prentice Street, to the 
west by the Hopkinton/Holliston town line, and to the south by residential properties and 
undeveloped land.  The surrounding land use is primarily residential or undeveloped.  The 
existing site is currently wooded and undeveloped.  There are two houses with frontage along 
Marshall Street located just off the southeast border of the site. 
 
Development Program 
 
The proposed Cedar Ridge Estates project includes the development of 200 residential 
townhouse style condominiums. The units will have access provided by two site driveways on 
Marshall Street just south of Prentice Street.  Both site driveways will provide access to all of 
the units within the site.  An emergency only access to the site located at the southern end of 
the site is also proposed.  Within the site, all of the units will have individual driveways. 
 
Study Area 
 
The study area for the residential condominium project was determined by looking at the 
intersections in the vicinity of the site that may see the most change in traffic volumes due to 
the proposed project.  The following intersections were studied: 
 

 Marshall Street @ Prentice Street 
 Marshall Street @ Proposed Site Driveways 

 
In addition to the study area intersections listed above, and evaluation of the full length of 
Marshall Street was also completed. 



Project Locus Map

Figure 1Cedar Ridge Estates
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Traffic Analysis Methodology
 
Traffic volume data was collected for the study area intersections and roadways.  These 
volumes were used to evaluate the existing operation of the above study area intersections in 
terms of capacity, delay experienced by motorists, and level of service.  Future operation 
without the project was evaluated by projecting the existing traffic volumes to future levels 
based on historic traffic growth and any specific developments planned for the area.  Future 
operations for the full-build project were evaluated by adding project-related traffic to the 
projected future no-build traffic volumes.  Traffic impacts associated with the proposed 
project were determined by comparing existing and future operations without the project to 
the future operations with the project.  Additionally, accident statistics and sight distance 
measurements were collected for the study area roadways and intersections.  This information 
was used to evaluate the operational safety associated with the study area intersections. 
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 SECTION II 
Existing Conditions 

 
 
The evaluation of existing conditions includes a description of geometry, traffic control, and 
land uses in the vicinity of the study area roadways and intersections; quantification of 
existing daily and peak hour traffic volumes; and, a review of accident data within the study 
area. 

 
Inventory of Study Area Roadways & Intersections 
 
Roadways 
 
Prentice Street 
 
Prentice Street in Holliston is an east-west urban minor arterial, which runs from the 
Holliston/Hopkinton town line to Highland Street.  Prentice Street is a town accepted and 
maintained roadway. 
 
In the vicinity of the site, Prentice Street is a two-lane roadway with varying width.  West of 
the intersection with Marshall Street, Prentice Street is 20 feet wide.  East of the intersection 
with Marshall Street, Prentice Street is 28 feet wide.  The roadway is striped with a double 
yellow centerline for approximately 10-foot travel lanes west of the intersection with Marshall 
Street, and 14-foot travel lanes east of the intersection with Marshall Street.  There is no 
sidewalk along the roadway.  The posted speed limit on Prentice Street is 35 mph within the 
study area.  The land use along Prentice Street is primarily residential or undeveloped. 
 
Marshall Street 
 
Marshall Street in Holliston is a north-south urban extension, which runs from Prentice Street 
to Adams Street.  Marshall Street is a town accepted and maintained roadway.  Marshall Street 
holds a “scenic road” designation in the Town of Holliston. 
 
Marshall Street is a two-lane roadway with varying width and no posted speed limit.  From 
Prentice Street to a point 2000 feet south of the proposed emergency access driveway, 
Marshall Street has a varying width of 21 to 22 feet, has no curbing, no berm, and no 
pavement markings.  Roadside obstructions along this section of Marshall Street include trees 
and utility poles within 1 foot of the roadway, and vertical and horizontal curves that limit 
sight distance.  From 2000 feet south of the proposed emergency access driveway to the end 
of Marshall Street at the intersection with Adams Street, Marshall Street has a varying width 
of 18 to 20 feet, has no curbing, alternates between having berm and not, and has no striping 
except at the intersection with Courtland Street.  Roadside obstructions along this section of 
Marshall Street include trees and utility poles within 1 foot of the roadway and stonewall 
within 2 feet of the roadway.  There are horizontal curves and vertical curves that limit sight 
distance within this section of Marshall Street.  There are no sidewalks on any part of 
Marshall Street.  A table including the information found during the Marshall Street roadway 
inventory is included in the Appendix. 
 
The Holliston Youth Soccer Association (HYSA) has recently constructed a soccer field 
complex on the east side of Marshall Street, across from the approximate location of the 
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proposed emergency access driveway.  The complex includes two full use soccer fields, four 
practice fields, and 230 parking spaces.  The HYSA has games scheduled on Saturdays from 
9am-3pm. 
 
Two notable intersections exist along Marshall Street.  Courtland Street intersects Marshall 
Street as a “T” intersection approximately 1.1 miles south of the proposed emergency access 
driveway.  Courtland Street is under stop sign control.  An island exists at the intersection, 
allowing for two way traffic flow on each side of the island. On Courtland Street, a double 
yellow centerline on each side of the island designates lanes for entering and exiting.  
Marshall Street is 22 feet wide approaching the intersection from the north, and 27 feet wide 
approaching the intersection from the south.  Courtland Street approaching the intersection is 
21 feet wide.  The speed limit on Marshall Street approaching the intersection is 20 mph.  
Marshall Street, south of the intersection begins to proceed in a westerly direction. 
 
Marshall Street terminates at its intersection with Adams Street as a “T” intersection.  At the 
intersection, Marshall Street is under stop control, is 19 feet wide, and has a bituminous berm 
along both sides of the roadway.  The speed limit along Adams Street is 35 mph north of the 
intersection, and 30 mph south of the intersection. 
 
 
Intersections 
 
Marshall Street @ Prentice Street 
 
Marshall Street intersects Prentice Street to form a three-legged “T” intersection with Marshall 
Street under stop conditions.  Prentice Street, at this intersection, is a two-lane roadway with 
varying width.  West of the intersection with Marshall Street, Prentice Street is 20 feet wide.  
East of the intersection with Marshall Street, Prentice Street is 28 feet wide.  The roadway is 
striped with a double yellow centerline for approximately 10-foot travel lanes west of the 
intersection with Marshall Street, and 14-foot travel lanes east of the intersection with 
Marshall Street.  No curbing, sidewalks, or striping exist along the intersection.  There is a 
stop sign located at the intersection for vehicles along Marshall Street approaching the 
intersection. 
 
The land uses of properties around the Marshall Street at Prentice Street intersection include a 
single house on the immediate southwest corner of the intersection, houses along the north 
side of Prentice Street, and a wooded area on the southeast corner. 
 
 
Existing Traffic Volumes 
 
In order to determine base traffic volume conditions, manual turning movement counts and 
automatic traffic recorder counts (ATR) were performed.   Manual turning movement counts 
were performed May 1st to May 3rd 2003.  ATR counts were originally performed in May of 
2003 to determine the daily traffic on Marshall Street and Prentice Street.  Subsequent ATR 
counts were performed on Prentice Street at the location of the proposed site on Tuesday 
September 20th 2005 and again from Friday October 14th to Sunday October 16th 2005 to 
determine if traffic volumes had increased since the original counts were performed. 
 
Manual turning movements counts were performed during the weekday morning peak period 
(7:00 am to 9:00 am) and weekday evening peak period (4:00 to 6:00 pm) at the study area 
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intersection.  The actual peak hours for traffic volumes in the study area were found to be 7:00 
to 8:00 am and 4:45 to 5:45 pm.  Figure 2 presents the 2005 existing weekday morning and 
weekday evening peak hour traffic volume conditions.  Copies of the actual traffic volume 
data are provided in the Appendix. 
 
To determine if the measured turning movement count volumes would need to be adjusted to 
reflect a average monthly volumes, traffic volume data from the Massachusetts Highway 
Department (MHD) 2003 Weekday Seasonal Factors was used.  A copy of this table is 
included in the Appendix.  The table revealed that monthly traffic conditions in the month of 
May are historically around average monthly traffic volume conditions.  Therefore, the May 
traffic volumes were not adjusted, and the analyses presented in this report represent an 
average month condition.  However, since the turning movement counts were performed in 
May of 2003, the counts were adjusted forward by a percentage to meet September 2005 
conditions.  The percentage used was based on the average rate of increase from the ATR 
counts for Prentice Street and Marshall Street from 2003 to 2005, and used to determine the 
adjusted volumes for the turning movement counts at the intersection of Marshall Street at 
Prentice Street. 
 
ATR counts were conducted for a 24–hour period at the location of the site on Prentice Street 
and Marshall Street.  Table 1 tabulates the average daily traffic volumes for the ATR location.  
Copies of the actual traffic volume data are provided in the Appendix. 
 

Table 1.  Existing Traffic Volume Summary 
  Average Daily Traffic Peak Hour Traffic

Location 
Day of 
Week 

Volumes 
(vpd)a

Directional 
Distribution Period 

Volumes 
(vph)b

Directional 
Distribution 

K 
factorc

Prentice Street Weekday 4206 52% EB  Morning 441 54% EB 0.10 
    Evening 431 51% EB 0.10 
Marshall Street Weekday 1347 52% NB Morning 133 74% NB 0.10 
    Evening 166 59% SB 0.12 
Marshall Street Weekend 1555 54% NB Mid-day 209 59% NB 0.13 

a Vehicles per day 
b Vehicles per hour 
c Percent of daily traffic 
 
 
To determine if the measured ATR count volumes would need to be adjusted to reflect 
average monthly volumes, traffic volume data from the MHD 2003 Weekday Seasonal Factors 
was once again used.  The table revealed that monthly traffic conditions in the month of 
September are historically around average monthly traffic volume conditions.  Therefore, the 
September traffic volumes were not adjusted, and the analyses presented in this report 
represent an average month condition. 
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Truck Percentages 
 
As part of the evaluation of existing traffic conditions the percentage of heavy vehicles (trucks 
and buses) was reviewed.  Heavy vehicle percentages were determined using the daily traffic 
counts that were performed on October 14-16, 2005, which were set up to also perform 
vehicle classification.  According to the counts, traffic on Marshall Street experienced 6.2% 
heavy vehicles on Friday, October 14; 3.3% heavy vehicles on Saturday, October 15; and 
2.5% heavy vehicles on Sunday, October 16.  Vehicles classification counts are included in 
the Appendix. 
 
Operational Analysis Methodology 
 
The capacity of an intersection or any roadway is the maximum number of vehicles that can 
reasonably be expected to traverse a roadway segment and/or intersection approach during a 
specific time period, given the physical and operational characteristics of the facility.  This 
capacity is determined by applying adjustment factors to an ideal saturation flow rate.  The 
level of service (LOS), an expression of the quality of driving condition, is designated in a 
range from “A”, which provides free flow and no traffic delays, to “F”, which involves vehicle 
backups and traffic jam conditions.  Capacity (LOS “E”) represents a condition of maximum 
possible flow, and is controlled by the alignment and cross-section design features of an 
intersection or roadway segment. 
 
Capacity analyses for unsignalized intersections are based on the average control delay for 
each of the intersection critical movements.  Control delay includes initial deceleration delay, 
queue move up time, stopped delay, and final acceleration delay.  The estimated control delay 
of a movement is calculated based on the number of the available critical gaps or spacing 
between vehicles in the conflicting traffic stream.  Table 2 summarizes the relationship 
between average control delay, level of service, and expected traffic delay at unsignalized 
intersections. 
 
 

Table 2.  Level of Service Criteria – Unsignalized Intersections 
Available Control Delay 

(sec/veh) 
 

Level of Service 
Expected Delay to 

Critical Movements 

≤ 10 A Little or no delay 

>10 and ≤15 B Short traffic delay 

>15 and ≤25 C Average traffic delay 

>25 and ≤35 D Long traffic delay 

>35 and ≤50 E Very long traffic delay 

>50 F Severe congestion 

Source: Highway Capacity Manual,  Transportation Research Board (TRB), National Research Council, 2000. 
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Assessment of Existing Conditions  
 
Capacity analyses were conducted for the 2005 existing weekday morning, weekday evening, 
and weekend mid-day peak hour traffic volume conditions for study area intersections.  The 
intersections were analyzed using the Highway Capacity Software (HCS) based on the 
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) methods.  The results of the intersection capacity analyses 
are summarized in Table 3.  The actual intersection capacity analyses are presented in the 
Appendix. 
 
From Table 3 it is evident that all of the movements within the study area intersection are 
currently operating at acceptable levels of service during the weekday morning, weekday 
evening, and weekend mid-day peak hour periods.  All of the intersection approaches operate 
at LOS A or B in the peak hour periods. 
 

Table 3.  2005 Existing Conditions – Intersection Level of Service Summary 
 Weekday 

Morning Peak 
Hour 

Weekday 
Evening Peak 

Hour 

Saturday Mid-day 
Peak Hour 

 
Location/Movement 

 
Delay 
(spv)a

 
 

LOSb

 
Delay 
(spv) 

 
 

LOS 

 
Delay 
(spv) 

 
 

LOS 
Marshall Street @ Prentice Street       
 Prentice St. WB - LT 7.8 A 8.0 A 7.9 A 
 Marshall St. NB - LR 11.8 B 12.0 B 11.4 B 

a Average delay for specific intersection movement expressed in seconds per vehicle 
b Level of Service 

 
 
Accident Data 
 
Accident data for the study area was obtained from the Massachusetts Highway Department 
(MHD) for the three-year period between 2001-2003.  The accident data was reviewed and 
accident trends at intersections within the study area were identified.  Accident data provided 
by the Town of Holliston Police Department was used to supplement the data from the 
Massachusetts Highway Department.  However, the Town of Holliston Police Department’s 
data turned up no accidents at the study area intersection.  The accident record analyses for 
each of the study area intersections are summarized in Table 4. 
 
Crash rates for each intersection are included in Table 4.  Accident crash rates are expressed in 
accidents per million vehicles entering the intersection and are recognized as an effective tool to 
measure the safety of intersections.  According to the most recent MHD data, the average state 
crash rate unsignalized intersections is 0.80 per million entering vehicles (MEV) in MHD 
District 3 and 0.66 MEV statewide.   In addition to the crash rates, the crash type, severity, 
conditions, and time of day for the accidents for each intersection are included in Table 4 based 
on data from MHD accident records.  No fatalities were reported at the study area intersections 
during the three-year period researched.  
 
Based on the data collected for each intersection, the crash rates for the study area intersection is 
below the state and district averages.  The crash rate worksheet for each intersection is included 
in the Appendix.  The following is a summary of the accident data for each intersection. 
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 A total of 2 accidents were reported at the intersection of Marshall Street at Prentice 
Street yielding a crash rate of 0.33 MEV.  This is well below the District 3 Average 
Crash Rate of 0.80 MEV for unsignalized intersections.  One of the reported crash types 
was an angle collision and one was a rear end collision.  One of the accidents reported 
wet roadway conditions, while one reported dry conditions.  None of the accidents 
occurred during the weekday morning or evening peak periods.  Based on the data, the 
most probable causes for the accidents at this location is driver error.    

 
Table 4.  Accident Summary – 2001 to 2003 

 Marshall St. / 
Prentice St. 

Year  
2001 2 
2002 0 
2003 0 
Total 2 

Crash Rate (MEV) 0.33 

Type  
Angle 1 
Head-on 0 
Rear-end 1 
Unknown 0 
Total 2 
Severity  
Property Damage 2 
Personal Injury 0 
Fatality 0 
Unknown 0 

Conditions  
Dry 1 
Wet 1 
Ice/snow 0 
Other 0 
Unknown 0 
Time of Day  
7:00 – 9:00 AM 0 
4:00 – 6:00 PM 0 
Remainder of day 2 

Source: Massachusetts Highway Department. 
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SECTION III 
Future No-Build Conditions  

 
To evaluate the impact of site-generated traffic volumes on the study area roadway network, 
trip generated traffic from the proposed development is calculated, distributed into the 
roadway network and assessed under year 2010 future traffic conditions.  Thus, it is necessary 
to project future traffic conditions without the project and conduct a similar evaluation of 
operational conditions for the future study year, to establish a base condition to review the 
effect of added traffic on the existing roadway system.  To determine the future 2010 
condition, the following steps are included: 
 
1. Existing 2005 traffic volumes are projected to 2010 using an annual background traffic 

growth factor; 
2. Traffic volumes associated with any planned developments that may impact the study area 

are added; 
3. Any planned improvements of the roadway network are included in the analysis; and, 
4. Each study area location is analyzed to determine future operational statistics. 

 
Background Traffic Growth 
 
Traffic growth on area roadways is a direct function of the expected land development within 
the study area and the surrounding region.  Usually, a combination of techniques is employed 
to estimate this growth.  To account for normal background traffic growth of the surrounding 
region, an annual background growth rate is applied to the study area traffic volumes. This is 
generally supplemented by the addition of traffic impacting the study area from specifically 
known development projects. 
 
Known Development Projects 
 
Discussions with the City of Holliston Planning Department and a site visit inspection 
indicated that there is one recent development project that will increase traffic around the 
study area.  The project includes the addition of two full-size soccer fields, four practice fields, 
and a parking lot located along the eastern side of Marshall Street, south of the proposed 
development.  At the time the 2005 traffic counts were performed, the full size fields were in 
operation but the practice fields were still under construction. 
 
Average Annual Traffic Growth 
 
To determine the average annual growth factor, the Town of Holliston census data along with 
the ATR counts from 2003 and 2005, were examined.  U.S. Census information for the Town 
of Holliston indicates that the population of Holliston increased at an average rate of 0.7% per 
year from 1990 to 2000.  It was also found that the ATR counts for Prentice Street and 
Marshall Street increased at a rate of 1.4% and 18.4%, respectively, over the two-year period 
from 2003 to 2005.  As a result, a conservative annual growth rate of 3.5% was chosen for 
analyses for this project. 
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Planned Improvements 
 
Discussions with the Town of Holliston indicated that there are no known transportation 
improvement projects planned that will effect traffic conditions at the study area intersections.  
The Holliston Department of Public Works indicated that a pavement overlay along Prentice 
Street in the vicinity of the site was completed in 2004. 
 
No-Build Condition Traffic Volumes 
 
Based on the average annual growth rate discussed above the existing 2005 traffic volumes 
were projected five years to 2010 No-Build Conditions.  As the newly created soccer fields are 
seasonal and have varying schedules for use no additional traffic volumes were added to the 
existing measured traffic volumes to calculate the 2010 No-Build traffic volumes.  In order to 
assess traffic conditions within the study area when the soccer fields are in full use a separate 
peak soccer conditions analysis was performed Section IV.  Figure 3 depicts the projected 
2010 No-Build Condition Peak Hour Volumes (without any additional soccer traffic volumes).  
 
Assessment of Future No-Build Conditions 
 
Capacity analyses were conducted for 2010 No-Build conditions for the weekday morning, 
weekday evening, and weekend mid-day peak hour traffic volume conditions for the study 
area intersections.  The results of these analyses are shown in Table 5.  A copy of these 
analyses worksheets is included in the Appendix. 
 
From Table 5 it is evident that the study area intersections are expected to continue to operate 
at acceptable levels of service during the weekday morning, weekday evening, and weekend 
mid-day peak hour periods under future No-Build conditions.  Some slight reductions in level 
of service are expected from existing conditions.  This is a result of the added traffic volumes 
to account for the assumed background growth rate of the area, chosen as 3.5% as discussed 
previously.   

 
Table 5.  2010 No-Build Conditions – Intersection Level of Service Summary  

 Weekday 
Morning Peak 

Hour 

Weekday 
Evening Peak 

Hour 

Saturday Mid-day 
Peak Hour 

 
Location/Movement 

 
Delay 
(spv)a

 
 

LOSb

 
Delay 
(spv) 

 
 

LOS 

 
Delay 
(spv) 

 
 

LOS 
Marshall Street @ Prentice Street       
 Prentice St. WB - LT 7.9 A 8.1 A 8.1 A 
 Marshall St. NB - LR 12.3 B 13.5 B 12.6 B 

a Average delay for specific intersection movement expressed in seconds per vehicle 
b Level of Service 
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Section IV 
Future Build Conditions 

 
 
Development Plan 
 
The proposed Cedar Ridge Estates project includes the development of 200 residential 
townhouse style condominiums.  The condominiums will be constructed on currently 
undeveloped land on the southwest corner of the Prentice Street at Marshall Street 
intersection. 
 
Site Access 
 
Two site driveways on the west side of Marshall Street will provide access to the proposed 
development.  Both site driveways will provide access to any point within the site.  An 
emergency only access is also proposed at the southern end of the site.  Within the site, the 
main site driveways are proposed at 22 feet wide with bituminous curbing.  All of the 
proposed units will have individual driveways.  There are no existing sidewalks on Marshall 
Street and sidewalks are not proposed within the site. 
 
Proposed Site Driveway #1 @ Marshall Street 
 
Proposed site driveway #1 intersects Marshall Street approximately 800 feet south of the 
intersection of Marshall Street at Prentice Street.  Site driveway #1 initiates off the west side 
of Marshall Street, and provides access to any of the proposed units. 
 
Proposed Site Driveway #2 @ Marshall Street 
 
Proposed site driveway #2 intersects Marshall Street 1350 feet south of the intersection of 
Marshall Street at Prentice Street, and 550 feet south of the intersection of site driveway #1 at 
Marshall Street.  This driveway is located on Marshall Street between existing residential 
properties.  Site driveway #2 initiates off the west side of Marshall Street, and also provides 
access to any of the proposed units. 
 
Sight Distance 
 
A sight distance evaluation was performed for the proposed site driveway and for the 
intersection of Marshall Street at Prentice Street.  Two separate sight distance criteria were 
considered in evaluating the location of the proposed site driveways and the existing Marshall 
Street @ Prentice Street intersection.  Vehicles approaching the driveways to the site on 
Marshall Street and vehicles approaching Marshall Street at Prentice Street will require 
enough sight distance for stopping.  Vehicles exiting from the site driveways or Marshall 
Street will require sufficient intersection sight distance to safely access the adjacent streets.  
Coler & Colantonio, Inc. conducted a sight distance inspection in the field and reviewed the 
proposed site plans to determine the available stopping and intersection sight distances.  
Discussions of each follow. 
 
The adequacy of available sight distance is a function of the speed at which vehicles are 
approaching.  In order to determine the adequacy of available sight distances, the vehicle 
speeds on the adjacent roadway was reviewed.  The posted speed limit is 35 mph on Prentice 
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Street at the intersection with Marshall Street.  There is no posted speed limit on Marshall 
Street.  A 24-hour speed count performed on Prentice Street and on Marshall Street at the 
location of the site found that the average speed of vehicles was 36 mph on Prentice Street and 
36 mph on Marshall Street.  The 85th percentile speed (speed at which 85% of vehicle were at 
or below) was 40 mph on Prentice Street and 42 mph on Marshall Street.  The 85th percentile 
speed is commonly used as a design speed for a roadway.   
  
Stopping Sight Distance 
 
The available stopping sight distance was measured in the field using an object 2.0 feet above 
the road surface at the primary site drive location and driver’s eye height of 3.5 feet, according 
to AASHTO guidelines.  An object height of 2.0 feet is representative of an object that 
involves risk to drivers that can also be recognized by a driver in time to stop before reaching 
it.1    
 
Table 6 displays both the AASHTO recommended stopping sight distances and the available 
stopping sight distance as measured in the field approaching the site driveways.  It can be seen 
from the table that the available sight distances at the intersection of Marshall Street at 
Prentice Street and the at the proposed site driveways exceed the minimum AASHTO 
recommended stopping sight distance for the posted speeds, average and 85th percentile 
speeds.   

 
1 American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, A Policy on Geometric Design 
of Highways and Streets, AASHTO, 2001, Page 127. 
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Table 6. Stopping Sight Distance 

Location/Condition 
Stopping Sight 

Distance (ft) 
Marshall Street @ Prentice Street  
Recommended Sight Distance  

35 MPH (Posted Speed) 250 ft 
36 MPH (Average Speed) 260 ft 
40 MPH (85
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Intersection Sight Distance  
 
Intersection sight distance is the distance required for vehicles exiting the site driveways to 
safely access or cross the adjacent roadway without interrupting the flow of traffic on the 
existing through street.  The intersection sight distance at site driveways and at Marshall Street 
was measured from a point 14.5 feet outside the edge of the major-road travel way, which is 
within the range of AASHTO’s3 sight triangle vertex.  At the intersection of Marshall Street 
the intersection sight distance looking left was also measured from a point 10 feet back from 
the travel way (approximate furthest point to which a vehicle can safely pull up).   
 
Table 7 displays the AASHTO minimum intersection sight distance for both the posted speed 
limits and the average and 85th percentile travel speeds.  The table also displays the existing 
intersection sight distance as measured in the field, exiting the site driveways onto Marshall 
Street, anticipating the driveways being constructed and site clearing and grading performed.  
Also included in the table is the intersection sight distance available exiting Marshall Street 
onto Prentice Street looking each direction without any improvements.   
 
It is evident from the table that the measured intersection sight distances exceed the minimum 
AASHTO intersection sight distance for the posted speeds, average travel speeds, and 85th 
percentile speeds for the proposed Site Driveways.  Two of the available intersection sight 
distances do not quite meet the AASHTO recommended distances for avoiding interruption in 
traffic flow of approaching vehicles on Marshall Street.   Looking left out of Site Driveway #1 
and looking right out of Site Driveway #2 the sight distances are limited by vertical curves in 
Marshall Street.  Although these directions do not meet the recommended intersection 
distances they do meet the minimum distances for vehicles to stop and do not represent a 
safety concern. 
 
Intersection sight distance was also evaluated at the existing Marshall Street at Prentice Street 
intersection.  From Table 7, it is evident that the intersection sight distance looking right out of 
Marshall Street exceeds the minimum and recommended AASHTO intersection sight distance 
criteria for the posted speeds, average travel speeds, and 85th percentile speeds.  At the 
intersection, both trees along Prentice Street and a vertical curve in Prentice Street limit the 
existing intersection sight distance for vehicles looking left out of Marshall Street.  The 
minimum sight distance for posted speed and average speed looking left (west) is only 
satisfied from a driver’s eye position 10 feet outside the edge of the major-road travel way 
instead of the recommended 14.5 feet.  Even with pulling up to 10 feet outside the traveled 
way the available sight distance does not meet the 85th percentile speed minimum distance.   
 
It is our observation that the sight distance at the intersection is an existing problem, and the 
proposed development will not worsen the sight distance condition. 
 

 
3 Ibid, Page 660. 
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Table 7. Intersection Sight Distance 

Location/Condition 
Intersection Sight 

Distance (ft) 
Marshall Street @ Prentice Street  
Minimum Sight Distancea  

35 MPH (Average Speed) 250 ft 
36 MPH (Average Speed) 260 ft 
40 MPH (85th Percentile Speed) 305 ft 

Recommended Sight Distance  
35 MPH (Average Speed) 390 ft 
36 MPH (Average Speed) 401 ft 
40 MPH (85th Percentile Speed) 445 ft 

Existing Sight Distance  
Looking West (Left @ 14.5’ back) 155 ft 
Looking West (Left @ 10’ back) 260 ft 
Looking East (Right) 570 ft 

Marshall Street  
Minimum Sight Distancea  

36 MPH (Average Speed) 260 ft 
42 MPH (85th Percentile Speed) 327 ft 

Recommended Sight Distance  
36 MPH (Average Speed) 401 ft 
42 MPH (85th Percentile Speed) 467 ft 

Existing Sight Distance  
Proposed Site Driveway #1  

Looking North (Left)  410 ft 
Looking South (Right) 500 ft 

Proposed Site Driveway #2  
Looking North (Left) 800 ft 
Looking South (Right) 400 ft 

aSource:  AASHTO, Exhibit 9-554

 
 
Sight Distance Summary 
 
In summary the available stopping sight distance and intersection sight distance for the site 
driveway exceed the AASHTO recommended minimums for posted speeds, average speeds 
and 85th percentile speeds for most all approaches.  At the intersection of Marshall Street at 
Prentice Street there is one case where intersection sight distance is below the minimum for 
the posted speed and average speed.  Looking left out of Marshall Street, sight distance is 
limited by trees on the corner of Prentice Street and Marshall Street.  The applicant owns the 
property on this corner and is willing to perform clearing and grading within the lines of sight 
of Marshall Street exiting traffic in order to improve the existing sight distance deficiency at 
the intersection.  
 

                                                           
4 Ibid, Page 665. 
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In order to assure safety in the future once the site is constructed, the proponent will maintain 
a line of site free of obstructions greater than 3.5 feet in height that would limit intersection 
sight distance at the proposed site driveways.   
 
 
Project Trip Generation 
 
The magnitude of site-generated traffic is directly related to the type of use and size of the 
proposed operation.  Typically, the critical impact of a project on the area roadway network 
occurs during the peak hours of use of the surrounding roadway network.  Because of the fact 
that the proposed development is residential the weekday morning (7:00 to 9:00 AM), 
weekday evening (4:00 to 6:00 PM) and weekend mid-day (11:00 AM to 1:00 PM) were 
selected as the peak hour analysis periods. 
 
The proposed site used ITE methods to determine the number of vehicles that will be 
generated.  For determining the trip generation ITE Trip Generation, 7th Edition was used.  
The Land Use Code selected was 230 Residential Condominium/Townhouse, which is 
representative of the proposed residential development. 
 
Traffic Generation Methodology 
 
Trip generation numbers for the proposed project are based on the methodology recommended 
in the ITE Trip Generation Handbook.  The number of vehicles the residential development 
will generate is based on the number of dwelling units within the site.  Using Land Use Code 
230 selected above and the number of dwelling units the number of vehicles generated on a 
daily basis for each of the weekday morning and weekday evening peak hours can be 
determined.   
 
The ITE Trip Generation Handbook cites different methods of determining trip generation 
based on the amount of data available for a particular land use.  As recommended by the ITE 
Trip Generation Handbook the regression equation was used to determine the trip generation.  
This method was appropriate due to the fact that more than 20 data points were available and 
the number of apartments was within the range of the existing data.  The regression equation is 
slightly more conservative, yielding higher estimates than average rates.  The percentage of 
vehicles entering and exiting the site is also included in the ITE Trip Generation Land Use 
tables.  Table 8 summarizes the unadjusted trip generation from the ITE methodology. 
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Table 8.  Trip Generation Summary 
 LUC 230, Residential 

Condominium/Townhouse a

 
Time Period/Direction 

Trip Generation 
(vehicles) 

Average Weekday Daily 1158 
Weekday Morning Peak Hour 
 Entering (17%) 
 Exiting (83%) 

90 
15 
75 

Weekday Evening Peak Hour 
 Entering (67%) 
 Exiting (33%) 

106 
71 
35 

Average Saturday Daily 1152 
Saturday Mid-day Peak Hour 
 Entering (54%) 
 Exiting (46%) 

101 
55 
46 

a Institute of Transportation Engineers, Trip Generation, 7th Edition, Washington, 2003. 
 
 
Trip Distribution and Assignment
 
Trip distribution pertains to the origin and destination of project related trips on the 
surrounding roadway network.  The directional distribution of vehicles to and from the 
proposed residential project was based on a number of factors.  These factors include existing 
travel patterns of adjacent roadways and logical travel patterns.  The assignment of resulting 
percentages to/from local communities was based on existing travel patterns and logical travel 
routes and the assumption that the majority of drivers will seek the most efficient travel route 
to and from the site.  The directional distributional percentages are presented in Figure 4.   
 
Based on the distribution assumptions described, the total number of trips was assigned to the 
adjacent roadway network.  Trip assigned volumes are presented for the weekday morning 
peak hour and weekday evening peak hour are presented in Figure 5. 
 
The peak hour project-related traffic included in the trip assignment diagrams was added to 
the 2010 No-Build condition peak hour traffic volumes.  The resulting 2010 Build condition 
peak hour traffic volumes are presented in Figure 6.  
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Assessment of Future Build Conditions 
 
Capacity analyses were conducted for the weekday morning and weekday evening peak hour 
traffic volume conditions for the study area intersections.  The results of the intersection 
capacity analyses are summarized in Table 9.  The actual intersection and roadway capacity 
analyses are presented in the Appendix.   
 
There was almost no change in level of service from No-Build Conditions to Build Conditions 
at the study area intersection. The only movement to have a change in LOS was the 
northbound movement on Marshall Street during the weekday evening peak hour. This 
approach only changed from a LOS “B” to LOS “C” due to a slight increase in delay at that 
approach.  This change in LOS is due to the small number of vehicles added to the intersection 
and slightly increasing delay.  In actuality, the additional delay will not be noticeable. 
 
 

Table 9.  2010 Build Conditions – Intersection Level of Service Summary  
 Weekday 

Morning Peak 
Hour 

Weekday 
Evening Peak 

Hour 

Saturday Mid-day 
Peak Hour 

 
Location/Movement 

 
Delay 
(spv)a

 
 

LOSb

 
Delay 
(spv) 

 
 

LOS 

 
Delay 
(spv) 

 
 

LOS 
Marshall Street @ Prentice Street       
 Prentice St. WB - LT 7.9 A 8.3 A 8.2 A 
 Marshall St. NB - LR 13.9 B 15.5 C 14.6 B 

a Average delay for specific intersection movement expressed in seconds per vehicle 
b Level of Service 
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Assessment of Peak Soccer Field Use Conditions 
 
An evaluation has been performed of the traffic impacts associated with the recently 
constructed (and the to be constructed) soccer fields near the southern end of the site on 
Marshall Street.  The new soccer field development on Marshall Street consists of two new 
tournament size soccer fields and 4 practice fields with a parking area with 165 designated 
spaces and 65 overflow spaces.    At the time of this study the two full size soccer fields have 
been completed are in use and the practice fields remain under construction. 
 
The soccer fields will be a seasonal use with highest activity expected in the spring and fall.  
The peak times of the week expected for use are the late afternoons during the week and 
during the day on the weekends.  The time when the impact to traffic from the soccer fields is 
expected to be greatest will be when back to back soccer games are played and all traffic from 
one game time will be leaving the complex and all traffic from the next game will be entering 
the complex.  In order to assess the busiest anticipated traffic volume condition at the study 
area intersection of Marshall Street at Prentice Street a capacity analysis was performed 
assuming that the peak soccer period and the peak hour of non-soccer traffic occurred at the 
same time.   Both the weekday PM and weekend mid-day peak hour periods were analyzed. 
 
In order to determine the peak hour traffic volumes under peak soccer field use conditions the 
expected maximum soccer traffic volumes for two successive games was added to the 2010 
Build Conditions Traffic Volumes.  The maximum soccer field traffic volumes were assumed 
to be equal to the total number of parking spaces available (designated plus overflow spaces).  
It was assumed that a full 230 vehicles will enter and exit the soccer complex within the same 
peak hour period.  These vehicle trips were then distributed to Marshall Street in the same 
manner as project related trips based on the existing travel patterns on Marshall Street.  The 
resulting Peak Soccer Field Use Build Conditions Volumes are depicted in Figure 7. 
 
Using the peak hour traffic volumes depicted in Figure 7 a capacity analysis was performed at 
the Marshall Street at Prentice Street intersection for the peak soccer field use condition.   The 
results of the peak analysis are shown in Table 10.  Capacity analysis worksheets are included 
in the Appendix. 
 
Table 10.  2010 Build Conditions – Intersection Level of Service Summary  

Peak Soccer Field Use Conditions 
 Weekday Evening Peak 

Hour 
Saturday Mid-day Peak 

Hour 
 

Location/Movement 
  

Delay 
(spv) 

 
 

LOS 

 
Delay (spv) 

 
 

LOS 
Marshall Street @ Prentice Street      
 Prentice St. WB - LT  9.0 A 8.9 A 
 Marshall St. NB - LR  119.9 F 120.1 F 
a Average delay for specific intersection movement expressed in seconds per vehicle 
b Level of Service 
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The results of the peak soccer conditions capacity analyses indicate that during a period when 
all of the parking spaces at the soccer complex are used for back-to-back soccer games there 
will be greater delay at the intersection of Marshall Street at Prentice Street.  Prentice Street is 
expected to continue to operate at a LOS “A”, however the Marshall Street approach is 
expected to operate at LOS “F” during this time.  At these peak soccer traffic times the queue 
of vehicles at Marshall Street may reach as much as 15 vehicles during the worst 5% of the 
peak hour.  A queue of this length is not expected to occur except during the busiest period of 
the peak soccer traffic times and would not extend to the proposed site driveways, which are 
over 700 feet from Prentice Street.  
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Section V 
Conclusions/Recommendations 

 
Conclusions  
 
Coler & Colantonio has reviewed the traffic related impacts of the proposed Cedar Ridge 
Estates.  Based on the findings of our study, it is our opinion that the development of the 
proposed residential condominiums at the site will have no effect on traffic or safety 
conditions on the roadways and intersections within the study area.  The following is a 
bulleted summary of the findings regarding the proposed condominiums: 
 

 The proposed Site Driveways providing access to the site along Marshall Street will 
have adequate sight distances, all exceeding AASHTO minimum requirements. 

 
 At the intersection of Marshall Street at Prentice Street available Stopping Sight 

distance for approaching vehicles was found to exceed AASHTO minimum 
requirements.  Trees and a vertical curve limit intersection sight distance for vehicles 
stopped on Marshall Street looking left.  The applicant is willing to perform clearing 
and grading in order to improve the existing sight distance limitations at the 
intersection. 

 
 Accident data indicated that the intersection of Marshall Street at Prentice Street had a 

below average crash rate and that the intersection is not prone to accidents. 
 
 There are no significant changes in Level of Service to any study area intersections in 

any peak hour period due to the addition of project related trips.  The only change is 
due to a borderline LOS being decreased by a less than two second change in average 
delay for the Marshall Street northbound approach to Prentice Street in the weekday 
PM peak hour. 

 
 Site circulation was reviewed and it was determined that residents and emergency 

vehicles will be able to effectively maneuver throughout the site while accessing from 
one of two Site Driveways.  A separate emergency vehicle access is also proposed. 

 
 Although the level of service of Marshall Street is expected to be LOS “F” during the 

peak soccer traffic periods (time when back to back soccer games coincide with 
roadway peak hours) the queues expected on Marshall Street will not effect the 
proposed site driveways. 

 
 
Recommendations
 
The following is a list of traffic and safety related recommendations relevant to the proposed 
residential condominium project: 
 

• The added traffic associated with the development of the Cedar Ridge Estates is minor 
and does not necessitate performing any major traffic related improvements to the 
study area roadways or intersections due to capacity or safety reasons. 
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• Within the site, stop signs, stop lines and crosswalks should be incorporated at all 
intersections of main driveways. 

 
• The applicant should commit to providing and maintaining clear lines of sight at each 

of the proposed Site Driveways on Marshall Street.  No obstructions to sight distance 
(typically objects greater than 3.5 feet in height) should be placed within the site lines 
of approaching or exiting vehicles.  Also, adequate clearing of existing vegetation 
where applicable should be performed to ensure clear lines of sight. 

 
• In order to improve sight distance at the intersection of Marshall Street at Prentice 

Street, trees, low growth and any other obstructions within the line of sight on the 
southwest corner of the intersection should be cleared. 

 
• Advance warning signs of an intersection ahead with advisory speed plates should be 

installed on Prentice Street approaching Marshall Street. 
 

• Speed limit signs should be installed on Marshall Street, as there are currently no 
posted speed limits. 

 
• Advance warning signs with advisory speed plates should be added to locations on 

Marshall Street where horizontal curves limit available sight distance. 
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